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Abstract

Family theories of anorexia nervosa point out that patients’ autobiographic speech may reflect

internalized family interactions. Our study characterizes the statistical distribution and temporal

organization of the narrative components describing personal relationships in anorexic and control

subjects. Semantic components related to personal interactions were encoded from life narratives of

14 adolescent girls with anorexia nervosa (restrictive type) and of 13 matched healthy adolescent

girls. Speech analysis was performed using both statistical methods and non-linear time-series

analysis. Static indices showed an over-representation of family relations and an under-

representation of love relations in anorexic patients. Dynamical indices showed the independence

between relational systems in anorexic patients. Dynamical analysis reveals that interactional

patterns are internalized through the temporal organization of autobiographical speech. Moreover,

these results support the existence of a specific temporal organization in anorexic adolescents’ life
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narratives which express the internalization of stationary family patterns and indicate relative

inability to disengage from active previous relational patterns and to create new ones.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The etiology of anorexia nervosa implies several factors including biological, cultural,
personality, and family ones (Beumont, Russel, & Touyz, 1993; Garfinkel & Garner, 1982).
In fact, positive response to family therapy (Eisler et al., 2000; Herscovici & Bay, 1996;
Martin, 1985; North, Gowers, & Byram, 1997) leads to consider the family organization as
an important factor in the disposition and maintenance of anorexia nervosa. Indeed, the
organization of anorexic patients’ family can be studied either through the direct
observation of the interaction pattern or through patients’ narrations as an expression of
an interactional model (Benoit & Parker, 1994; Gerlsman & Luteijn, 2000).
Direct inspection showed that the onset and maintenance of anorexia nervosa are related

to a specific pattern of rigid interactions (Kog & Vandereycken, 1989; McDermott, Batik,
Roberts, & Gibbon, 2002; Minuchin, Baker, Rosman, Milman, & Todd, 1975; Minuchin,
Rosman, & Baker, 1978). Anorexic families are characterized by overprotection,
enmeshment (Karwautz et al., 2003; Laporte, Marcoux, & Guttman, 2001; Minuchin
et al., 1978) and a deficit in the expression of feelings (Palmer, Oppenheimer, & Marshall,
1988; Stern et al., 1989). In addition, less tension and conflict were observed in anorexic as
compared to bulimic families (Garner, Garfinkel, & O’Shaughnessy, 1985; Strober, 1981).
Moreover, anoxeric family members avoid conflict or lack conflict resolution abilities
(Casper & Troiani, 2001; Kog & Vandereycken, 1988, 1989; Latzer & Gaber, 1998;
Minuchin et al., 1978; Strober, 1981). Conflict avoidance is reflected in a low level of
criticism and hostility in anorexic patients’ relatives (Dare, LeGrange, Eisler, &
Rutherford, 1994), while poor conflict resolution is often indicated by a confrontational
interaction style (Lattimore, Wagner, & Gowers, 2000). The repetition of these
transactional patterns helps maintaining homeostasis in the family system but decreases
family members’ adaptive abilities to cope with internal or external stressful events
(Minuchin et al., 1975, 1978; Pauzé, Charbouillot-Mangin, & Saint-Pierre, 1996).
Indirect inspection of interaction models in the narratives is inspired by attachment

theories (Bowlby, 1969, 1973, 1980; Dallos, 2001; Main, Kaplan, & Cassidy, 1985) which
maintain that the patterns of family interactions are internalized in a working model. Such
an internal model can then emerge in the content and the style of the patients’ narratives.
These studies on attachment relationships have been conducted through the analysis of
early family experiences as reported in the adult attachment interview (AAI) (Benoit &
Parker, 1994; Main et al., 1985).
The content and structure of these semistructured interviews contain meaningful

indicators of adolescent anorexic’s internalization and interactional patterns (Allen,
Hauser, & Borman-Spurrell, 1996; Kobak, Cole, Ferenz-Gillies, & Fleming, 1993;
Rosenstein & Horowitz, 1996; Zimmermann, 2004). Such patterns are characterized by
a preponderance of insecure attachment (Candelori & Ciocca, 1988; Ward, Ramsay, &
Treasure, 2000; Ward et al., 2001) which is associated with poor and critical relationships
with the father (Cole-Detke & Kobak, 1996), and with emotional inconsistency (Salzman,
1997), intrusive behaviors, and lack of maternal care (O’Kearney, 1996).
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Since AAI is designed to elicit childhood memories of the interactions with the parents,
the data analyzed with AAI are mainly autobiographical narratives (Wahlers &
Castlebury, 2002). Autobiographical narratives are summaries of long-term and recent
events describing social contingencies in the narrator’s relationships (McAdams, 1993,
2001; Nelson, 1988; Wahlers & Castlebury, 2002; Welch-Ross, 1995) and her/his
perception of her/his relational systems (Steffen, 1997). Life narratives allow individuals
to organize recollective memories (Brewer, 1996), and more abstract knowledge of their
past into a coherent biographical view (Habermas & Bluck, 2000). The autobiographical
narrative can be analyzed along different levels: temporal coherence, cultural concept of
biography, thematic coherence, and causal coherence (Bluck & Habermas, 2001;
Habermas & Bluck, 2000). Temporal coherence refers to the ability to report events in
their chronological order. Life history follows a temporal order, mimicking the flow of
time by presenting initially what has happened first in time. Cultural concept of biography
refers to knowledge of the normative and salient events that might occur during the course
of life. Thematic coherence involves the ability to step back from recalled experiences and
extract metaphors, lessons, or messages. Finally, causal coherence refers to the individual’s
understanding of explanations and motives behind the life events they recall (Bluck &
Habermas, 2001; Fromholt & Larsen, 1991; Luborsky, 1990).

The qualitative analysis of autobiographical narratives in addictive patients (alcohol,
sex, drugs, gambling, and eating disorders) shows patterns of social and family interactions
specifically related to the nature of the addiction (Hanninen & Koski-Janes, 1999). In
particular, in adolescents with eating disorders, interpersonal relationships are mainly
characterized by the parents’ indifference, friends’ abandon, ashamed social isolation, and
self-disgust. The analysis of narratives relating life experiences with people other than
parents in bulimic patients revealed that patients feel negatively not only about their body
and themselves but also about the support and care they received from their families
(Benninghoven, Schneider, Strack, Reich, & Cierpka, 2003).

Traditionally, such narrative processes have been tackled by an analysis of their symbolic
content, while other important aspects such as their temporal organization have been ignored.
Although language processing clearly unfolds over time, language representations produced
by traditional models typically have a static quality (Elman, 1995). Because of its inherent
temporal dimension, speech can be considered as a dynamic self-organized phenomenon
(Elman, 1995; Zellner Keller & Keller, 2000), and can be studied using concepts and
numerical methods borrowed from non-linear dynamics. Non-linear dynamics allows one to
study complex time-varying phenomena (Kaplan & Glass, 1995), and offers a more holistic
approach to the study of mental illness (Ehlers, 1995; Pezard & Nandrino, 2001). Within this
framework, mental illness can be considered as a dynamical process, which can be observed at
the physiological and at the language level, e.g. the dynamical study of speech in
schizophrenia shows a specific temporal organization characterized by a deficit in the
maintenance of discourse plan (Leroy, Pezard, Nandrino, & Beaune, 2005).

We study autobiographical speech of anorexic adolescents as a dynamical phenomenon
with methods used to study non-linear dynamical phenomena. The purpose of this study is
(1) to show that the interactional patterns expected to be internalized in anorexia nervosa
can be studied through the dynamical characteristics of autobiographical speech,
particularly of components related to the personal relationships (family, love, social,
etc.); (2) to characterize the temporal organization of the narrative components of
autobiographical speech.
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2. Methods

2.1. Participants

A group of 27 subjects participated in the study: 14 young women (mean age: 19.23
years, SD: 1.96) meeting the DSM-IV criteria for anorexia nervosa restrictive type i.e.
without the binge-eating and vomiting, or laxative abuse of bulimics (American Psychiatric
Association, 1994), constituted our patient group and 13 young women (mean age: 20.5
years, SD: 1.87) who paired for educational level with the patients constituted our control
group. Mean age does not differ significantly between anorexic patients and control
subjects (Mann–Whitney test, U ¼ 54.5, p ¼ 0.077).
Semistructured interviews were used to obtain details of the history and clinical

manifestations of the illness. Anorexic patients had a body mass index (BMI) ranging from
12 to 15.5 (mean: 13.9, SD: 1.14) and illness duration ranging from 1 to 4 years (mean: 2.5,
SD: 1.02). Seven patients were treated with anti-depressant drugs (serotoninergic agonists)
in order to decrease the eating obsessions. Diagnostic assignment was determined by the
consensual judgment of three professionals (one psychiatrist and two clinical psycholo-
gists). None of the control subjects had any previous history of psychiatric disorders, drug
abuse, eating, or personality disorders (axis II of the DSM-IV).
2.2. Data acquisition

Autobiographical narratives were obtained from anorexic and control subjects by asking
them the question: ‘‘Can you tell me the story of your life?’’ (Hanninen & Koski-Janes,
1999; Von Wyl, 2000). The interviewer intervened as rarely as possible and only asked
questions to resume the speech after a silence of at least 10 s. In order to avoid orienting
patient’s speech, the interviewer’s questions always repeated the theme preceding the
silence in subject’s narratives. The interview stopped when the subject felt she has nothing
more to say. Each autobiographical interview was audio-taped on-line and transcribed off-
line for further analysis by a human operator on a text editor.
2.3. Data encoding

In order to perform quantitative analysis of the autobiographical speech, the narratives
were encoded according to the semantic components expressing interpersonal relation-
ships. Each autobiographical speech was divided into 5-s segments and each of these
segments was assigned either a speech or a silence symbol (Si) (Rapp, Jimenez-Montano,
Langs, Thomson, & Mees, 1991; Schiepek et al., 1997). A 5-s period was selected in order
to optimize both the length of the symbolic sequences and the follow-up of the language
time scale.
In a second step, the segments with ‘‘speech symbol’’ were associated to semantic code

according to the linguistic content of the segment. The semantic components of life
narratives were encoded according to four categories of interpersonal relations: family
relations (FR), social relations (SR), love relations (LR), and self-reference (Se). Each
semantic category was defined by precise inclusion criteria:
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Family relations: Referred to family functioning, interactional, and emotional
communication in the family system, myth, and beliefs of family, and family story.
Example: ‘‘My parents are alone since 1995.’’

Social relations: Referred to relations with the friends, interaction, and emotional
communications in the SR, self-esteem, cultural models, and religious beliefs. Example:
‘‘My one fear is that I might disappoint my best friend.’’

Love relations: Referred to sexuality, romantic life, love-making, love relationships,
interactional, and emotional communication in the LR sexed body. Example: ‘‘I’m madly
in love.’’

Self-reference: Referred to metacommunication on one’s life history. Example: ‘‘My life
is very simple’’.

The encoding procedure was tested for inter-rater agreement. Five autobiographical
narratives, out of a total of 27, were independently encoded by three clinical psychologists.
The k-coefficients of inter-rater agreement (range: 0.80–0.92, median: 0.83) were
considered satisfactory (Fliess, 1981).

The length of the autobiographical narrative was measured by the total number of the
speech and silence symbols which each corresponds to a 5-s temporal interval.
Autobiographical narratives did not significantly differ in length between anorexic
patients and control subjects (anorexics: mean: 576 symbols, SD: 37.67; controls : mean:
568, SD: 55.89; Mann–Whitney test, U ¼ 86.5, p ¼ 0.827).

2.4. Data analysis

The encoding procedure based on the above-mentioned categories (FR, SR, LR, Se) and
silences (Si) yielded symbolic sequences denoting the temporal organization of linguistic
components for each subject. Static and dynamical characteristics of these sequences were
then analyzed. Adapted non-parametric statistical procedures were used to test the
statistical significance of our results. We now provide a qualitative description of the
methods (see Appendix A for technical details).

2.4.1. Static index

The static structure of the symbolic sequences was characterized by the frequency of
each of the 5 semantic components (see Appendix A Eq. (1)).

2.4.2. Dynamical indices

Static descriptions of sequences may miss information embodied in their temporal
sequence. To check for the presence of temporal structure in the encoded sequences of
semantic components, several dynamical indices were computed using information theory
(Shannon, 1948), symbolic dynamics (Badii & Politi, 1997), and Markov models formalism
(Gardiner, 2004).

The overall temporal structure was characterized using the one time step ‘‘mutual
information’’ (denoted by I; see Appendix A, Eq. (2)). This index measures the non-linear
probabilistic correlation between two successive symbols. Statistical independence
corresponds to I ¼ 0.

First, we statistically tested the presence of a temporal structure in the experi-
mental data. We then compared the values of I obtained for the experimental symbolic
sequence with those obtained for a set of 999 ‘‘surrogate data’’ for each participant
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(Schreiber & Schmitz, 2000). Surrogate data were obtained by shuffling the experi-
mental data so that both sets of data (experimental and surrogate) shared the same ‘‘static
index’’. We considered that the experimental data contained significant temporal struc-
ture if the number of surrogate data for which I(sur)oI(exp) was higher than 950.
This procedure corresponds to a one-sided bootstrap test with a p ¼ 0.05 statistical
threshold.
A detailed analysis of the transitions between semantic component to another was

based on a Markov model of the symbolic sequence. Namely, transition probabilities
from one symbol to another were computed (leading to a matrix of transition probabilities;
see Appendix A Eq. (3)). The transition rate from the first symbol to the second can be
obtained by multiplying the transition probability by the first symbol’s frequency. The
difference between this rate and the reverse one measures the presence and sign
of a ‘‘probability current’’ (see Appendix A, Eq. (5)). These probability currents were
used both as a global index, the sum of the currents (denoted by S), and as local
indices, the individual currents (denoted by cij). The magnitude of the currents’ sum
measure the system’s distance from equilibrium, where the sum of the currents is null
(S ¼ 0).

3. Results

3.1. Frequential analysis

The results of the frequency analysis are summed up in Fig. 1. In both groups, the ‘‘Se’’
and ‘‘silence’’ codes were less represented than the other semantic components. Anorexic
Fig. 1. Averaged frequencies of each semantic component for anorexia group (AN patients) and the control

group (controls). SD are depicted as vertical bars. Stars denote the statistical differences between groups.
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patients and control participants did not differ regarding ‘‘Se’’ (anorexics: mean: 0.014,
SD: 0.01; controls: mean: 0.024, SD: 0.024; Mann–Whitney test, U ¼ 75, po0.437).
Nevertheless, anorexic patients tended to produce more silences than controls (anorexics:
mean: 0.072, SD: 0.068; controls: mean: 0.034, SD: 0.039; Mann–Whitney test, U ¼ 52,
p ¼ 0.058).

The three other components (‘‘FR’’, ‘‘LR’’, and ‘‘SR’’) were equally represented in
controls’ speech (Friedman test, X2

¼ 2, p ¼ 0.368), but had an heterogeneous distribution
in patients’ speech (Friedman test, X2

¼ 22.75, po0.001; Wilcoxon test: family vs. social:
W ¼ 76, p ¼ 0.03; family vs. love: W ¼ 105, p ¼ 0.001; love vs. social: W ¼ 105,
p ¼ 0.001).

Anorexic patients’ speech was significantly more focused on ‘‘FR’’ than that of control
participants (anorexics: mean: 0.545, SD: 0.191; controls: mean: 0.315, SD: 0.111;
Mann–Whitney test, U ¼ 22.5, po0.01) and significantly avoided ‘‘LR’’ (anorexics : mean:
0.034, SD: 0.034; controls: mean: 0.249, SD: 0.171; Mann–Whitney test, U ¼ 10.5,
po0.01). Nevertheless, anorexic patients and control participants did not differ regard-
ing ‘‘SR’’ (anorexics: mean: 0.334, SD: 0.165; controls: mean: 0.379, SD: 0.172;
Mann–Whitney test, U ¼ 45, po0.09).

3.2. Dynamical analysis

3.2.1. Presence of time structure (temporal succession between the symbols)

For all subjects, the ‘‘mutual information’’ values obtained for a set of 999 surrogate
data were significantly lower than those for the experimental sequence (p ¼ 0.05). These
results point to a significant temporal structure in the original data and to the insufficiency
of frequency analysis.

3.2.2. Predictability of the temporal dynamics (intensity of the relation between two

successive symbols)

‘‘Mutual information’’ values for the anorexic patients were significantly lower than
those of control subjects (anorexics: mean: 0.524, SD: 0.083; controls: mean: 0.782, SD:
0.084; Mann–Whitney test, U ¼ 8, po0.001). This result indicates a lower short-term
correlation between symbols in anorexics speech’s temporal organization.

3.2.3. Dynamical transitions (symmetry of the transitions from one symbol to another)

‘‘The sum of probability currents’’ (S) was significantly lower for the anorexic patients
than for control subjects (anorexics: mean: 0.006, SD: 0.008; controls: mean: 0.015, SD:
0.011; U ¼ 41.5, po0.016). This result shows that anorexic patients’ speech is
characterized by semantic transitions which are more symmetric than the ones of the
control group. Thus, the patients’ semantic dynamics is closer to equilibrium than that of
controls.

To highlight a possible specific structure of the patients’ speech, ‘‘the probability
currents’’ were individually analyzed. The analysis of the ‘‘probability currents’’ showed
significant differences in the patterns of dynamical transitions (Fig. 2 and Table 1). The
‘‘probability current’’ values of the transitions ‘‘family–social’’, ‘‘family–love’’, ‘‘social–
love’’, ‘‘social–Se’’, and ‘‘love–Se’’ were significantly lower for the anorexic patients than
those of the control subjects.
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Fig. 2. Averaged absolute values of the probability currents for anorexia group (AN patients) and the control

group (controls). The lines represent the probability currents between the semantic components. Solid lines depict

the currents for which statistical differences have been observed (no difference has been observed for the currents

in dashed lines). The intensity of the current is encoded in the thickness of the lines.

Table 1

Averaged values and statistical results for the comparisons between anorexic patients and control subjects for the

intensities of probability currents

AN patients Controls Wilcoxon rank sum test

Fam.–Soc. 0.64 (1.39) 2.23 (2.09) W ¼ 143.5, p ¼ 0.01

Fam.–Lov. 0.29 (0.73) 0.46 (0.78) W ¼ 136, p ¼ 0.02

Fam.–Self. 0.57 (0.85) 2.23 (2.49) W ¼ 123.5, p ¼ 0.10

Fam.–Sil. 0.29 (0.73) 0.85 (1.39) W ¼ 131, p ¼ 0.05

Soc.–Lov. 0.43 (0.85) 1.08 (1.32) W ¼ 142, p ¼ 0.01

Soc.–Self. 0.71 (1.90) 1.46 (1.56) W ¼ 133, p ¼ 0.03

Soc.–Sil. 1.07 (1.44) 2.38 (2.79) W ¼ 122.5, p ¼ 0.12

Lov.–Self. 0.00 (0.00) 0.46 (0.78) W ¼ 119, p ¼ 0.03

Lov.–Sil. 0.64 (1.08) 0.77 (1.30) W ¼ 100, p ¼ 0.67

Self.–Sil. 1.25 (1.60) 2.08 (3.09) W ¼ 89, p ¼ 0.56

In bold: significant differences. SD are given in the parenthesis. ‘‘Fam.’’: family relations, ‘‘Soc.’’: social relations,

‘‘Lov.’’: love relations, ‘‘Self.’’: self-reference, ‘‘Sil.’’: silence.
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4. Discussion and perspectives

4.1. Dynamical methods

The results showed that the ‘‘mutual information’’ values obtained for a set of 999
surrogate data were significantly lower than that of the experimental data. These results
thus show the presence of a significant temporal structure in the experimental data. This
temporal organization of the semantic components observed in both groups confirms our
previous results (Leroy et al., 2005) and emphasizes the importance of a dynamical
characterization of speech as a complement to static descriptions. This result suggests
that autobiographical narratives are dynamic phenomena that can self-organize without
direct intervention of an interlocutor. The dynamics of the semantic components reveals
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the narrative’s global organization and appears as a powerful index of healthy and
pathological states.

One of the main interests of our study is to show that autobiographical speech can be
characterized quantitatively via mathematical tools borrowed from non-linear time-series
analysis (Habermas & Bluck, 2000). Our study further shows that temporal coherence is
not solely constructed on dates, or on a few highly significant events, but also according to
the narratives of the relational systems.

Dynamic analysis can also help characterizing intra-subjective dynamics in different
interpersonal contexts. As in attachment theory, our results suggest that the patterns of
family interactions are internalized in models which reappear in the content and style of
patients’ narratives. In this perspective, interactional patterns are also internalized through
dynamical constraints on the speech components. The subjective representation of
relational systems is not only structured at the semantic level but can also be observed in
the temporal organization of these components. The temporal organization of speech can
be described at different time scales: a long time scale with slow dynamics corresponding to
the sequences of life events, a medium time scale corresponding to sequences of
transactional patterns, and a short time scale with rapid dynamics corresponding to
relations between components of the speech.

4.2. Psychopathological interpretation and scope

The static characteristics of anorexic patients’ autobiographical speech show a high
representation of FR and a low representation of LR whereas a homogeneous
representation of LR, FR, and SR is observed for control girls. These data support the
clinical observations of negative or threatening feelings and attitudes of anorexic
adolescents towards sexuality and LR (Morgan, Wiederman, & Pryor, 1995; Raboch &
Faltus, 1991; Ruuska, Kaltiala-Heino, Koivisto, & Rantanen, 2003; Wiederman, Pryor, &
Morgan, 1996) which is accentuated during the anorexic episode (Tuiten et al., 1993). Poor
investment in LR and hyper-investment in FR are linked in anorexic adolescents: the focus
on FR is maintained or reinforced by the absence of LR and vice versa (Basseches & Karp,
1984; Bruch, 1973; Buhrmester, 1990; Crisp, 1980; Rice & Mulkeen, 1995; Smolak &
Levine, 1993; Wechselblatt, Gurnick, & Simon, 2000). In contrast, control adolescents
organize their life history using all relational dimensions (social, love, familial, and auto-
reference) which allows them a larger variety of scenario.

The dynamical indices showed that the temporal organization of autobiographical
speech differs between anorexic patients and control subjects:
1.
 ‘‘Mutual information’’ indices show that the temporal organization of the semantic
component is less predictable in patients than in controls. This result characterizes
the independence between relational systems internalized in narratives in anorexic
patients. In control subjects, the higher coherence and the stronger link between the
expressed relational systems moreover supports the results obtained with static
measures.
2.
 ‘‘The sum of probability currents’’ was significantly lower for the anorexic patients than
for control subjects. This result indicates that the transitions between semantic
categories are more symmetric in anorexic patients than in controls. This symmetry
between the symbols could correspond to the existence of stationary patterns in the
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patients with anorexia nervosa. In other words, the narratives of anorexic patients are
closer to a statistical equilibrium than that of the controls.

Finally, ‘‘the sum of probability currents’’, which is lower for anorexic patients than for
control subjects, could characterize a relative independence from external environment in
the temporal dynamics of anorexic narratives. This independence from external pertur-
bations could be related to the controlled mode of information processing observed in their
cognitive activity (Dodin & Nandrino, 2003; Green, Elliman, Wakeling, & Rogers, 1996;
Otagaki, Tohoda, Osada, Horiguchi, & Yamawaki, 1998; Strupp, Weingartner, Kaye, &
Gwirstman, 1986). Studies of cognitive activity in eating disorders have underlined the
difficulty of patients to learn new strategies (Green et al., 1996) and to treat new stimuli
according to their contextual task-related relevance (Dodin & Nandrino, 2003).
Since internalization of transactional patterns is a dynamical process that can be

modified by external or internal constraints, it could be particularly interesting to study
how such temporal organization evolves after recovery i.e. whether these patients keep the
same organization in their life history or not.
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Appendix A. Mathematical methods

For a subject k, the autobiographical speech is encoded according to five symbols (FR,
SR, LR, Se. and Si) leading to a symbolic sequence of length N: Sk ¼ {si(n)} for siAFR,

SR, LR, Se, Si and n ¼ 1, y, N.
The frequency of a symbol is than defined as

f kðsiÞ ¼
aðsiÞ

N
, (1)

where 6¼(si) denotes the number of si in Sk.
The mutual information is defined as

Ik ¼
X

siðnÞ

X

siðnþ1Þ

pðsiðnÞ; sjðnþ 1ÞÞ log
pðsiðnÞ; sjðnþ lÞÞ

pðsiðnÞÞpðsjðnþ 1ÞÞ
; (2)

where p( � ) denotes the probability of ‘‘ � ’’. In our case, the probabilities were taken as the
frequencies of each symbol (p(si)Ef(si)) or of each two-word (p(si, sj)Ef(si, sj)) ¼ 6¼(sisj)/(N�1).
The transition matrix T is defined as T ¼ |Tij| where

Tij ¼ pðsjðnþ 1ÞjsiðnÞÞ. (3)

Here, p(sj(n+1)|si(n)) is estimated as follows:

pðsjðnþ 1ÞjsiðnÞÞ �
aðsisjÞ

aðsiÞ
(4)

with the same notations as for the frequency definition.
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The current matrix is defined as C ¼ [Cij] where

Cij ¼ pðsiÞTij � pðsjÞTji. (5)
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